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A system of integral equations for the field and its normal derivative on the 
boundary in acoustic or potential scattering by a penetrable homogeneous object in 
arbitrary dimensions is presented. The system contains the operators of the single 
and double layer potentials, of the normal derivative of the single layer, and of the 
normal derivative of the double layer potential. It defines a strongly elliptic system 
of pseudodifferential operators. It is shown by the method of Mellin transformation 
that a corresponding property, namely a Girding’s inequality in the energy norm, 
holds also in the case of a polygonal boundary of a plane domain. This yields 
asymptotic quasioptimal error estimates in Sobolev spaces for the corresponding 
Galerkin approximation using finite elements on the boundary only. 0 1985 
Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we investigate the transmission problem in n 2 2 dimen- 
sions for the Helmholtz or Laplace equation. The transmission coefficient p 
and the wave numbers k,, k, are assumed to be constant complex numbers 
which are restricted by conditions guaranteeing the uniqueness of the 
solution of the transmission problem and a certain adjoint problem 
(Remark 4.8). The boundary r of the scatterer is assumed to be a smooth 
bounded simply connected surface in [w” for n > 2, and for n = 2 we also 
consider the case of a polygonal boundary r. To some extent, the results 
then also carry over to a curved polygon (compare [9, 121). 
We use a system of two boundary integral equations which are derived 
by Green’s formula for the field and its normal derivative on the boundary. 
Thus the Cauchy data of the solution of the transmission problem are 
given directly by the solution of the system of integral equations, and 
application of the representation formula gives the solution in the whole 
space. In particular, in the case of a polygonal plane domain, the corner 
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singularities of the solution can be explicitly calculated from the integral 
equations. For the exponents of the singular functions we find a transcen- 
dental equation which was derived by different methods in [48,29]. 
Our system satisfies a Girding inequality in the energy norm. This is 
used to show that the uniqueness assumptions on the transmission problem 
imply that the system of integral equations has always a unique solution. 
Furthermore we obtain asymptotic error estimates for general Galerkin 
approximation schemes on r (as in [46]). It is one of the main points of 
this paper to show by the method of Mellin transformation that this Gar- 
ding inequality remains valid also for a polygonal boundary (see Sect. 5). 
Kress and Roach [33] treat the transmission problem in [w3 by means of 
a different system of integral equations. They choose potentials in such a 
way that the most singular terms in the operators cancel and only 
Fredholm integral operators remain, so that the Riesz-Schauder theory 
applies to the system. (Compare also [31, 30, 34, 551.) This is no longer 
true for the case of a polygonal boundary because the operator of the 
double layer potential is no longer compact. 
Our system resembles more an equation of the first kind with a positive 
definite principal part which defines in a natural way a coercive bilinear 
form on the energy space which is the Sobolev space H”‘(r) for the field 
and H ~ ‘l’(r) for its normal derivative. 
We have to consider the operator of the normal derivative of the double 
layer potential whose kernel is hypersingular. In the case of a smooth 
boundary, it is a strongly elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order 1 (see 
[49, 40, 17, 45, 203). The other operators of our system are the operators 
of the single layer potential, the double layer potential, and the normal 
derivative of the single layer potential, which all are pseudodifferential 
operators and can be handled by local Fourier transformation. In the case 
of a polygonal boundary in the plane, one can derive corresponding results 
using local Mellin transformation (see [ 10, 133). In both cases one uses 
Sobolev spaces, and one starts with solutions in the energy space which 
correspond to Cauchy data of the weak solution of the transmission 
problem. For the equivalence of both sets of solutions, we have to assume 
that the homogeneous transmission problem as well as the adjoint problem 
obtained by interchanging the interior and exterior domains have only the 
trivial solution. The conditions on p, k, , and k, given in [33] are sufficient 
for uniqueness in the adjoint problem. Thus we need not deal with eigen- 
values of interior Dirichlet problems, etc. 
In order to obtain higher convergence rates for the Galerkin scheme, we 
study the regularity of the solutions. In the case of a polygonal boundary 
we derive a decomposition of the solution into corner singularities and a 
smooth remainder. This implies higher convergence rates for the Fix 
method which means that besides the standard piecewise polynomials the 
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explicitly given corner singularities are used as test and trial functions in 
the Galerkin procedure (see [ 10, 11, 543). 
Applications of such transmission problems in acoustics and elec- 
tromagnetics are described in [34, 36, 23, 37, 2, 4, 16, 39, 44, 45, 383. 
The problem also appears in the scattering of time-harmonic elastic 
waves by a body embedded in a half space of different density, e.g., a foun- 
dation of a building. If the boundary of the body meets the free surface 
nonorthogonally, then the reflection method applied in [S] generates a 
domain with corners. In the two-dimensional case this can be treated by 
our boundary integral equations. 
W. L. Wendland in [49, 50, 51, 52, 531 presented a list of strongly ellip- 
tic boundary integral equations, for which our system is a further example. 
We want to thank Professor Wendland for many useful discussions. 
2. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Let Q, denote a bounded simply connected domain in R”, n > 2, and 
Q, = R”\Qr ; r= XJ, = aQ2,. The interface r is assumed to be sufficiently 
smooth, for brevity C”, for 12 2 3 and either C” or a polygon for n = 2. 
d/an denotes the derivative with respect to the normal to I’ pointing from 
Q, to 52,. 
We study the weak solution (ul, u2) of the transmission problem 
(A +k,2) uj=o in Qj (j= 1,2) 
u1 = 242 + uo 
u2 has to satisfy certain conditions at infinity: 
Ifk,#O 
u2(x) = O( 1x1 - ("- ')'Z); 
au2b9 --zk,u,(x)=o(lxl -(n-1)‘2), 1x1 -+ co 
a 14 
(Sommerfeld’s radiation condition). 
If k,=O, for n>3 
uz(x) = ~(lx12-“), I-4 + a; 
Q-1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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for n = 2 there are constants a and b such that 
24,(.x)=a+$ log Ix[+~(l), 1x1 + co. (2.5) 
The constants a or b may be specified (for example, b = 0 means u bounded 
at infinity), and we will discuss different cases below (compare [26]). 
Here k,, k,, and ,u # 0 are complex constants which will be subject to 
certain conditions below (see (4.12), (4.13) Remark 4.8). U,,E H”‘(r) and 
tiO E H-“‘(r) are given functions (H”(T) (SE [w) denotes the usual Sobolev 
space). 
In the case of scattering problems, u0 and $0 represent the boundary 
traces of the incident field uO: 
uo= uolr; where (d+kz)u,,=O in 52,. (2.6) I- 
For k, # 0, for example, U,,(X) = eikzs ‘X, 151 = 1, represents an incident plane 
wave; a corresponding example for potential scattering (i.e., k, = 0) is given 
for n = 2 by uO(z) = log 1.z - z,J, z0 E Q2. In these cases uO, $,, E P(f). 
The scattered field in the exterior domain Q2 is u2, and the total field u in 
52, is ur, and in Sz, it is given by u = u2 + uO. The transmission conditions 
(2.2) read 
u1= u and 
au, au 
pan=nonlY 
Obviously, the transmission conditions (2.2) can easily be rewritten in the 
form 
Plul-P2u2=f; 
au, au, 
an-an=gonr, 
which may appear in electromagnetic scattering. 
3. CAUCHY DATA OF WEAK SOLUTIONS AND CALDER~N PROJECTORS 
In this section, we collect standard results on Green’s formula, represen- 
tation formulas, and boundary integral operators in the Sobolev spaces 
corresponding to the weak solutions. The Sobolev spaces H”(Qj) and H”(T) 
for smooth r are defined in the usual way: 
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H”(s2,)= {U(Q, 1 UEHS(R”)} (SER) 
H”(T)= {z&.) uEHS+1’2(R”)} (s>O) 
P(f) = L2(f) 
H”(f) = (K”(f)) (dual space) (S < 0). 
If r is a polygon in lR2, we will use the same definitions. Besides H”(f) we 
need another space S”(r), defined as follows: 
Let r= lJT= I P where P are straight line segments. By .zJ ( j = O,..., J) we 
denote the corner points where rj and ri’ ’ meet. (The indices will be used 
cyclically mod J, e.g., z0 = zJ.) By wj (0 < oj < 27~) we denote the interior 
angle between rj and rj+ ‘. 
Let s > 0. Then H”(P) = {U Ir, 1 u E H”(T)}. We define 
&yf) : = H”(f) forsE[-i,+) (3.1) 
:= {u~L’(f) 1 ul,eHS(fJ) (j=l,...,J)} for s>O. 
Now we define the spaces in which we look for the weak solutions. 
Yl := {uIEH’(12,) ((A+kf)u,=O in Qi). (3.2) 
Here Au is understood in the distributional sense. In the exterior domain 
we incorporate the behaviour at infinity: 
Lit*:= {u,EH;&2)I (A+k:)u,=O 
in Q, and u2 satisfies (2.3), (2.4), (2.5)). (3.3) 
Note that in the case il= 2, k2 = 0, for any u2 E 9, the constants a, b E C are 
uniquely defined by (2.5). 
The elements of 4 have traces on r in Hi/*(r) by the usual trace lemma 
([35]) for smooth r and by Grisvard’s trace lemma ([21]) for polygonal 
r. 
For the definition of the normal derivatives on r we use Green’s for- 
mula: 
LEMMA 3.1. Let u E H,J,,(SZ,) with Au E Lf’,(Qj) (p > 1) and u E H1(Qj) 
with bounded support. Then aujan 1 r E HP ‘j*(r) is defined by 
s v Audx+ s Vv.Vudx QJ QJ 
(3.4) 
409/106/2-6 
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Here (., .)= is the duality between H- 1/2(r) = H”‘(r))’ and H”‘(r), 
which gives (f, g)==jrf(z) g(z) ds,for smooth functions f and g. 
The mapping u H au/an lr is an extension by continuity of the 
corresponding natural mapping for smooth funtions. 
The proof for smooth r is standard, and for polynomial r it may be found 
in [42]. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let UE H&(Qj) with du~Lf’,(Q~) (j= 1, 2). Then the 
“Cauchy data” ($) E H”‘(T)@ Hp112(I’) are defined to be the traces ($) = 
( ,,y&,) as defined above. 
The Cauchy data of two elements of 9j are related: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u,uEq(jE{1,2}), where for j=2, n=2, k2=0 we 
assume b = 0 for u and v, and (;) and ($) be the Cauchy data of u and v, 
respectively. Then 
(4, v>r- <*7 u)r=O. (3.5) 
Proof: For bounded domains, we use the fact that Green’s formula 
(3.4) is symmetric in u and v since 
uAv= -k,Tuv=Au*v. 
This gives the assertion (3.5) for j= 1. 
For j = 2 we choose a ball B, with radius R and boundary S, containing 
0,. Then for the bounded domain ,52, n B,, (3.5) gives 
= ik, s, (uv-vu)ds+ j Co(R(‘~““2)u(R’1~“)‘2)ds 
R SR 
=o(R’-“).R”-‘=0(l) as R+co, 
where we use the radiation condition (2.3) if k, # 0. The proof for k, = 0 
and b = 0 uses (2.4), (2.5) in the same way. i 
For the definition of potentials, we use the following fundamental 
solutions which we always denote by yi: 
TRANSMISSIONPROBLEMS 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let 4 E P(r). Then 
v~,d(Z) := -2 S, Yj(Z, C’) d(i) dS< 
373 
for kj=O, n=2 
for k, = 0, n 2 3 
for kj#O, na2. 
(3.6) 
(z E szj). (3.7) 
The same definition is valid for arbitrary distributions 4 on r since for 
z $ r the above kernels are C” functions on r. 
These potentials give the following representation formula: 
LEMMA 3.5. For u E L$ with Cauchy data ($) and for z E Sz, there holds 
u(z) = (- 1 Y’. t (G,4z) - vQ,$(z)) + a, (3.8) 
where a = 0 except for n = 2, k, = 0, j = 2. In the latter case, a is the constant 
appearing in (2.5). 
Proof: This representation formula is well known for smooth r, where 
for exterior potential problems in two dimensions one assumes that u 
vanishes at infinity. The additional arguments needed for polygonal r for 
the case of bounded plane domains can be found in [lo, Lemma 1.21. For 
the remaining case of the exterior domain with n = 2, where r may be 
polygonal and k, = 0, a, b # 0 is possible, we proceed as in the proof of 
Lemma 3.3. We enclose Q, by a ball B, with R > IzI. Then the represen- 
tation formula holds for the bounded domain Q2 n B, yielding 
u(z) =; w*,w - h2,bw) 
+ r*,, u(i) ; Y~(z, i) ds, - jsR YZ(Z> i) F 4. (3.9) 
c i 
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For the last two terms we use the asymptotic behaviour as R + co: 
This yields 
s SR 40 & Y2(Z, i) dS( = a + i ~logR+0(1) 
s 
au(c) 
sR Y2b 0 x 
i 
ds& logR+n(l). 
Inserting this into (3.9) and taking the limit R -+ 00, we obtain (3.8). 1 
Remark 3.6. For n = 2, k, = 0, j = 2 one can get (3.8) without the con- 
stant a if one changes the fundamental solution y2 into 
with some z0 E Sz I . 
In order to formulate the jump relations for the single and double layer 
potentials we define the following boundary integral operators. 
DEFINITION 3.7. Let 4 E P(r). Then for z E r 
vjd(Z) := -2 J 4(C) Yj(Z, 0 ds,; I- 
Kid(Z) := -2 Jr b(C) & Yj(Z, i) ds,; 
Kib(Z) '= -2 jr d(C) 2 Yj(Z, i) dsc; 
z 
Djd(Z) : = -& &,cw. 
& 
For a distribution q5 we define (if possible) Vi+4 and Kj4 by approximating 
$ with smooth functions and Kjt$ by duality using the relation 
(K,rA w>r= (4, K,w)r VW E cm(r) 
which for smooth 4 is obviously valid. 
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LEMMA 3.8. Let (u, rl/) E H”2(lJ x H-‘12(r). Then the potentials K,,v 
and Vn,ll/ belong to A$., and their Cauchy data satisfy 
K,,u(.=(Kj+(-l)‘)~; v12,$ Ir= vjlcIl (3.10) 
$ K,,u(,= -Djv; & Vs+-=(Kj’-(-l)i)$. (3.11) 
Proof: Obviously, the potentials Vn,$ and K,,v satisfy in Qj the dif- 
ferential equation (2.1) and the conditions (2.3)-(2.5) at infinity, where for 
n=2=j and k2=0 we have a=b=O for K,,v and a=O, b= ($, l),for 
Vn,ll/. We show now that K*, maps H’12(r) (continuously) into H:,,(Qj). 
If r is smooth, we use the fact that the kernel (a/&z,) yj(z, [) has the 
Fourier transform c12/(<T + <: - Fi) which is a rational symbol of order 
- 1. It has therefore the transmission property and hence KQ, is a potential 
operator in the sense of Boutet de Monvel [6], mapping H”(f) into 
H;,tE1/2(Qj) for any SE R (see Eskin’s book [18, (8.18)]). 
For polygonal f, the result K,,vE H:,,(Qj) for VE H”‘(r) will be 
obtained by interpolating the two cases: 
KQ,: H”*_+&(f-) + H,‘$(52,), E E (0, 1). 
The result for the + sign and k, = 0 is contained in [ 10, Lemma 3.31, and 
for the - sign or k,# 0 a similar argument is valid which will be given 
below (Lemma 5.2). The method is based on the representation of Qj as an 
intersection of halfplanes for each of which one can apply Eskin’s results. 
For V+ a simpler argument is valid: The transpose of the restriction 
mapping q; I/‘( R”) + H”(T) f or s> 0 gives a natural embedding 
I: H-“(T) -+ H;&,1/2(Rn) defined by (I$, 4) := (II/, &-),for II/ E H-“(T), 
4 E H;; u2 R ( “). Obviously, V,,ll/ can be viewed as the two-dimensional 
convolution - 2yj* ( I$), i.e., application of the pseudodifferential operator 
with symbol o(Vn,)(~)=c/(l~12-k,2), ~ER”\{O}. This operator maps 
fC,,,W) -+ HfL2W) f or any tell ([18]). Hence V,,:H-“(I’)+ 
H,;,“+ 312( KY’) for any s > 0. For s = $ we obtain V,,: H-‘12(ZJ -+ q.. Note 
that this is also valid for polygonal r, since it depends only on the trace 
lemma. 
The jump relations (3.10) are well known for smooth functions v and I,$ 
[22]. From the trace lemma we conclude that 
and 
II/ + V,,$ Ir: H-1’2(IJ -+ H”‘(r) 
v --f K,,v Ir: H’/‘(r) --) H”‘(r) 
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are continuous mappings. Then we can show (3.10) for (0, $) E H”‘(r) x 
H-‘/*(I’) by approximation with smooth functions, as soon as we know 
that 
Vi: H-“*(r) + H”*(r) and K,: H”*(T) + H”*(r) (3.12) 
are continuous. 
Now for smooth r, Vj and Kj are pseudodifferential operators of order 
-1 [19, 18, 15, 27, l] yielding (3.12). 
For polygonal r, (3.12) for the case kj=O was shown in [lo]. It will be 
shown below (Lemma 5.2) that the differences Vj - V and Kj - K, where V 
and K are defined like Vi and Kj but with kj = 0, are smoothing operators 
mapping into H”(T) with s> &. Thus (3.12) is shown and this implies 
(3.10). 
The first equality in (3.11) is just the definition of the operator Oj. In 
order to show the second equality, we first change the domain Sz, in such a 
way that the new domain fij has the following properties: r is one of the 
components of the boundary p of fij, s”i, is bounded, and kj is not an 
eigenvalue of the Dirichlet problem in fij; i.e., for any w  E H”*(p) there is 
exactly one solution UE H’(fij) of the problem 
(d+k;)u=O in fij, u)r=w. 
Of course this is always possible by adding a suitable sphere S, to l? p= 
ru s,. 
Then we extend I,G E H--‘/‘(r) by 0 on F\I’ and note that the relation 
(3.11) on F implies the desired relation (3.11) on r. Thus we may omit the 
distinction between Qj and fij. 
Now we choose an arbitrary w  E H”‘(r) and the corresponding solution 
u E q with ZJ lr= w. Then with 4 : = (&/&z) I,- the representation formula 
(3.8) reads 
u=(-l)‘+(Kn,w- V,,d), 
and with (3.10) this gives 
(K, - ( - 1 )‘)w = P-j& 
Now we use Lemma 3.3 for ZJ and u = VQ,$ E 3. We obtain 
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which shows (a/&) Vn,$ lr= (K,i - (- l)j)+, because w  was arbitrary. 
Here we used the symmetry of the kernel -2yj(z, [) of Vj, which yields 
(V,$, c$)~= ($, Vj~)r first for smooth C$ and $, and then for all 
0, $ E H- ‘/*(I). The last equality in (3.13) is just the definition of K;. 1 
LEMMA 3.9. (a) Let u, WE H”‘(r) and q5, II/EH-“*(T). Then there 
holds 
( vjd3 ICl)r= (43 v,* >ri C&v, ICl>r= <v> K,‘$h 
(D,o, w>r= (~3 D,w)r. (3.14) 
(b) The operators 
V,: Hpl’*(l-) + H”*(r); 
K;: H-“‘(r) -+ HP”*(T); 
are continuous. 
K,: H”‘(r) -+ H”*(r); 
Dj: H”‘(r) + H-“*(r) 
Proof: With the exception of the third equality in (3.14), all statements 
of the lemma are clear: 
The first two equalities in (3.14) as well as the continuity of V, and 
K, were shown in the preceding proof. The continuity of K; follows by 
duality, and 0, is, by definition, composed of the continuous mappings 
K,,: H”*(r) + gj (Lemma 3.8) and -(iT/&z)Ir: q+ H-“*(r) 
(Lemma 3.1). 
Now let u E H”‘(r). We may assume that the Dirichlet problem u E q., 
u 1 r = u is solvable (this can be achieved either by cutting off some ball from 
Qi as we did above, or by changing ki and observing that Di depends con- 
tinuously on kj # 0). For n = 2, j= 2, k, = 0 we assume b’= 0: Then the 
representation formula (3.8) and the jump relation (3.11) give 
Dj~=-~K,ol,=-~(V~,(~~~+Z(-l~(U-a)) 
= -(K;-(-l)j);i 
I- 
-2(-14 
r 
= -(Ki’--(-I)]) ;I 
I- 
Now let w  E H”‘(r). Then 
r 
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By (3.10), this is equal to 
On the other hand we have - KQ, w E q (with b = 0 for n = 2 = j, k2 = 0). 
Therefore we can apply Lemma 3.3 and obtain 
a 
uIr>-- KD,WIF an > 
= (0, Djw),. I 
I- 
Now we define the matrix of operators 
(3.15) 
From Lemma 3.9 it is clear that 
H’4F) H”*(F) 
Aj: @ * @ is continuous, 
H-WF) H-‘I*( F) 
and the relations (3.14) show that the operator A,is skew-symmetric with 
respect to the bilinear form 
B((;), (;)) := (0, +>F- (w,+)P (3.16) 
Note that B(( J,), ($)) is equivalent to the norm in H”‘(r)@ H-‘j*(r). 
PROPOSITION 3.10. For all v, w E H”‘(r), 4, $ E H-“*(r) there holds 
(3.17) 
The operators Aj are the “boundary integral operators” which characterize 
the Cauchy data of weak solutions of the Helmholtz, resp. Laplace 
equation: 
THEOREM 3.11. The following statements on (;)E H”*(r)@ H-“*(T) 
are equivalent: 
(i) (z) are Cauchy data of some u E q. 
(ii) (l+(-l)‘Aj)(;)=O. 
The right-hand side has to be replaced by (2) for n = 2 = j, k2 = 0. 
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(iii) There exist (g) E Hi12(r)@ H-1’2(lJ such that 
=i(1-(-1,iAj)(3(+(3 for n=2=j, k,=O . 
Proof. “(i) 3 (ii)“: For u E 3 we use the representation formula (3.8) 
and express u ( ,. and (au/&z) 1 r by means of (3.10) and (3.11). This gives 
0 ; -2 -l(l-(-lYAj) ; + “0 ) 0 0 
which is the same as (ii). 
“(ii) =z. (iii)“: Th’ IS implication is trivial. Choose ($;) = (G). 
,,,‘(it) a (i)“: D f e me u E 9 by inserting (f) into the representation for- 
t . ., 
u=(-l)‘+(K,,g- VQ,h)+a. 
Then again by (3.10) (3.11), the Cauchy data (,aU$,,,,) of u satisfy 
LaGin') I  ,> 
=~('-(-l)jAj)(3+(~)=(~). 
Thus ($) are the Cauchy data of U. 1 
COROLLARY 3.12 (compare [43]). The operators 
are projection operators, the so-called “Calderdn projectors” [7, 151. They 
project in H”‘(r) @ Hp1’2(r) onto the Cauchy data of the weak solutions in 
3.. This means in particular Af = 1, which yields the relations 
q + VjDj = 1 = lIi V, + I$*, 
-KjVj+ V,K;=O= -DjKj+K;Dj. 
Proof Let (f) E H”*(r) @ H- “‘(I) and (;) : = t( 1 - ( - 1 y A/)(X). Then 
by the theorem, 
=-!-(I-(-lYA,) 2 g 10 h 
which proves the projection property. Note that this is also true for 
n = 2 = j, k, = 0, because we can choose a = 0. 1 
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Remark 2.13. The Calderon projectors for the interior and exterior 
problems (with the same kj) are conjugate: 
For the case of the potential equation in two dimensions (A : = A, = AZ), 
the projector $(l -A), which is conjugate to the projector t(l + A) map- 
ping onto the Cauchy data of the interior problem, projects onto Cauchy 
data of harmonic functions u2 E LZz with a = 0, b # 0 in the asymptotics 
(2.5). That there indeed appears the case b # 0 can be seen as follows: 
For (;) in the image of i( 1 + A), i.e., for Cauchy data of harmonic 
functions in Q, , there holds 
s t+b ds = 0. I- 
Now this is not true for every $ E H- “‘(I-). Hence in the image of i( 1 - A), 
there exists IJ with 
b= j (I/ds#O. 
r 
For the exterior plane potential problem, especially for the Dirichlet 
problem, one usually looks for bounded solutions, which means b=O, a 
arbitrary. The projector onto the Cauchy data of these solutions is given by 
f( 1 - A”), where 2 is defined by use of the modified fundamental solution y”* 
of Remark 3.6. Using the formulas of Theorem 3.11 in this case, we obtain 
only an approximate projection in Z?“(r) x HP “‘(I’) or a projection 
operator modulo constant functions. 
4. THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
Now we return to the transmission problem (2.1)-(2.5); i.e., we consider 
uj E q ( j= 1, 2) satisfying the transmission conditions (2.2), where (To) E 
H”‘(r) Gj H-‘/*(r) are given. 
By Theorem 3.11, this transmission problem is equivalent to the follow- 
ing relations for the Cauchy data (z) of uI: 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Here we assume a= 0 if n = 2, k2 = 0. We shall discuss the case a # 0 
separately. 
Note that (4.1)-(4.3) has the general form of any transmission problem: 
(4.1) and (4.2) contain the Calderon projectors for the interior and exterior 
problems, respectively, and hence define the respective Cauchy data, and 
(4.3) contains a bounded linear operator M, the precise form of which is 
irrelevant for most of the following derivations. 
In the case of a scattering problem, the right-hand side ($i) satisfies (2.6). 
By Theorem 3.11, this is equivalent to 
(l-A,) ; 
( > 
=o. 
0 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (~,)EH”~(ZJ@H~“*(IJ (j= 1, 2). Then there exist 
uje q (j= 1, 2) satisfying the transmission conditions (2.2) and having 
Cauchy data (2,) if and on& if (2,) satisfy the relations (4.1)-(4.3). (a = 0 is 
assumed.) 
Now from the system (4.1t(4.3) of six equations for four unknowns, we 
derive a system of two equations for two unknowns: 
Let (;) := (ii). Substitution of (4.3) into (4.2) gives 
We multiply by M - ’ from the left and subtract (4.1). We obtain the 
desired boundary integral equation 
H ;: := 0 ;(A,+MPA,M) v =1MP(1+A2) v” . 0 * 2 ( > *0 (4.5) 
If (z) satisfy (4.4), this simplifies to 
(4.6) 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) Zf (~)EH”*(T)@ HpLj2(r) (j= 1, 2) satisfy the 
relations (4.1)-(4.3), then ($) := (;‘J satisfy the integral equation (4.5). 
(ii) If (;) E H”‘(r) @ HP li2(r) 
defined by 
satisfy (4.5), then ($) (j= 1, 2), 
01 ( > *1 :=;(l+Al,(;); (3+-A2)[M(;)-(;~)], (4.7) 
satisfy the relations (4.1 F(4.3). 
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ProoJ (i) follows from the above derivation of (4.5). If (;) satisfy 
(4.5), then the definition (4.7) together with the projection property of the 
Calderon operators, i.e., (I - Ai)( 1 + Aj) = 0 (Corollary 3.12), yield (4.1) 
and (4.2). Equation (4.7) gives 
(;~)-~(;~)=f{(l-A,)M(;)-(l-A*)(;)--M(l+A1)(;)) 
= +M(;)+MA,(;)+(l-A,)(;;2)} 
=-luH ; -5 0 
l(l-A,) ; . 
( > 0 
If (4.5) holds, this can be written as 
Hence (4.3) holds. 1 
Thus any solution (G) of the boundary integral equation (4.5) generates 
by (4.7) a solution of the transmission problem, but ($) need not be the 
Cauchy data of this solution. The difference (0) - (“I) satisfies, by (4.7) 
(1 + A 1)( ($) - ($:)) = 0; i.e., these are Cauchy data o&n exterior problem. 
Therefore we define 
($1) := M(i)-(;)-(;:): (k)=(i)-(;:) (4.8) 
and obtain 
c-1 i: ++A,) A4 [ (;)-(;;“,)I; (;)=;(1-4(;), 
and with (4.3) we see ($,) = M( F*). 
Thus ($J are solutions of the homogeneous “adjoint problem” 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
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This problem is related to the original problem (4.1)-(4.3) by 
interchanging k, with k2 and p with l/p (or, equivalently, by interchanging 
the role of the interior and exterior domains). 
Thus the equivalence follows from the 
ASSUMPTION A. The homogeneous problem (4.9k(4.11) has only the 
trivial solution (2,) = (2) = 0. 
Conversely, any nontrivial solution of (4.9)-(4.11) yields a nontrivial 
solution (“‘) of (4.5) and thus gives rise to solutions of the integral 
equation 0 .5) which do not correspond to solutions of the original 
transmission problem. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. The relations (4.1)(4.3) and the boundary integral 
equation (4.5) for ($) = (;‘J are equivalent if and only if Assumption (A) 
holds. 
In order to get uniqueness of the solutions of (4.5), we have to assume 
uniqueness for the original transmission problem. We make the 
ASSUMPTION A. The homogeneous problem (4.1)-(4.3) with (z) = 0 has 
only the trivial solution (;‘J = (g) = 0. 
Then we obtain 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The integral operator 
H: H”*(r)@H-“*(r)+H1’*(r)@H--l’*(r) 
is injective if and only if the assumptions (A) and (A) hold. 
In Sect. 5, Corollary 5.4, we prove an a priori estimate for the operator 
H. Therefore it has a closed range and finite-dimensional kernel. The 
following lemma shows that this also holds for the adjoint operator. 
LEMMA 4.4. The transpose of H with respect to the bilinear form B 
defined in (3.16) is the operator -HI i.e., 
B(H(;)y >>= -BG)~ Hu) 
for all 
E H”*(r)@ H-“*(r). 
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Proof By Proposition 3.10, the transpose of A, is -A,. Furthermore, 
by definition of M we have 
i.e., the transpose of M is ,uLM-‘. Hence, the transpose of M-‘A,M is 
-Mp’A2M, which shows the desired result by the definition of H. 1 
COROLLARY 4.5. The operator H in H1i2(I)@H~1/2(I) is a Fredholm 
operator of index zero which is bijective tf and only tf Assumptions (A) and 
(A) hold. 
We can now use our integral operator H to prove existence for the 
transmission problem in terms of Fredholm’s alternative which was shown 
by Kress and Roach [33, Theorem 4.53 using a different integral operator. 
COROLLARY 4.6. In order that the transmission problem (4.1)-(4.3) have 
a solution it is necessary and sufficient that 
P<Vo, $l>i-- (Vl, tio)i-=o 
for all solutions (;,) ( j = 1, 2) of the corresponding homogeneous problem. 
Proof By Lemma 4.2 we know that the transmission problem has a 
solution to given (To) if and only if the integral equation 
with 
f 0 g =;M’(l +Az) 
has a solution. By Lemma 4.4 and Corollary 4.5, this is the case if and only 
if 
B((i),(:))=O for all (i)eker H. 
This is equivalent to 
(;)EkerHmeansO=H(;)=&(l+Ar-M-‘(l-A,)M)(T). 
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Hence we obtain the condition 
B(M-l (E),i(l+Ar)(;))=O for all (i)EkerK 
Now if (7) runs through ker H, by Lemma 4.2, (i:) = i( 1 + A i)( 7) runs 
through all solutions of the homogeneous transmission problem. Thus we 
obtain the necessary and sufficient solvability condition 
B(MP’(z),(it))=O for all such (i:>. 1 
Now we want to discuss some conditions sufficient for the Assumptions 
(A) and (A). U m ‘q ueness proofs are given, e.g. in [33, 23, 34, 47, 56, 81. 
For the following we always assume a = 0 for the case n = 2, k, = 0. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let k,, k, E C and p E C\ (0) be such that either 
k,>O and Imp60 and Impk:>O (4.12) 
or 
Imk,>O or kZ=O and there exist no u, /?, y, 6 > 0 
with -pkfa-k$/3+pCLy+6=0. (4.13) 
Then the homogeneous transmission problem (4.1)-(4.3) has only the 
trivial solution, i.e., Assumption (A) holds. 
Proof: Let B, be a large enough ball with boundary S,. We apply 
Green’s formula (3.4) to 52, and Q2 n B,, use the transmission condition 
(4.3) and eliminate the integral over r. We obtain 
s 
au, - 
SR an 
u,ds= -pk; jQ, lu~12dx-k: j IA2 dx 
%nBR 
+P s,, IV~l12 dx+j IVu,l’ dx. (4.14) 
R2nBt7 
In the case Im k2 > 0 or k, = 0, the left-hand side in (4.14) tends to zero for 
R + co. (Here we need a = 0 for n = 2, k, = 0.) If now (4.13) is satisfied, it 
follows that at least one of the integrals 
i lull2 dx, s 1~21~ dx, RI a s 
IVu,12dx, 
Ql s 
IVu,l’dx 
% 
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vanishes. In any case it follows from the transmission condition (4.3) and 
the conditions at infinity that u1 = u2 = 0. 
If k2 > 0, we use the radiation condition (2.3) take imaginary parts in 
(4.14) and obtain 
k2 jSRIu,12ds+o(l)= -1mpki j 
Q 
From (4.12) it follows that the right-hand side is nonpositive, hence 
Js, 1%12~~=41) as R + co, and from Rellich’s theorem follows u2 = 0 
implying ui - 0. 
Remark 4.8. From (4.12), (4.13) one can easily deduce conditions suf- 
ficient for both (A) and (A). Note that for the problem (4.9)-(4.11) the 
condition (I = 0 is always satisfied, because the potentials Vnt~ and Kn,u 
have the asymptotic form (2.5) with a = 0 (in general, b # 0). 
We obtain the following list of sufficient conditions for (A) and (A): 
(a) k,=k,=O and PE@\(-co,O]; 
(b) Im k, > 0 and k, = 0 and there are no CI, /?, y > 0 with -pkfct + 
pP+y=O; 
(c) k,>O and k,=O and Imp>O; 
(d) Im k, > 0 and Im k2 > 0 and (4.13) holds; 
(e) Im k, > 0 and k, > 0 and (4.12) and (4.13) hold; 
(f) k,>O and k,>O and Imp=O. 
The condition given by Kress & Roach [33] is (with k,, k2 # 0) 
and 
if Rek, Rek,aO (CO). 
This is contained in (d)-(f) above. 
Now we consider the case IZ = 2, k2 = 0, where we want to drop the con- 
dition a = 0 which was assumed above. In particular we look for solutions 
bounded at infinity. This means b=O in the asymptotics (2.5) of u2. 
Let us first consider the case k, = 0. Then every constant function 
u1 E u2 E a is a solution of the homogeneous transmission problem. 
Therefore for solutions of the inhomogeneous problem we may always 
require a = 0, so we have the situation studied above. On the other hand, 
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the constant b cannot be prescribed arbitrarily: From Green’s formula (3.4) 
follows (@, , 1 ),- = 0, hence the transmission condition (4.3) gives 
N2 := (IcI2,1)r= -(ll/o, l>r. (4.15) 
From the representation formula (3.8) follows b = (q2, 1 )r= /1ti2, so that 
b is determined by the inhomogeneity rc/O in this case. 
Now let kl #O. Then we want to prescribe b and admit a # 0. Thus we 
have to use the general boundary relations from Theorem 3.11 instead of 
(4.2). We obtain 
(1+&)(;;)=(2;r): All/,=b. (4.2’) 
With this modification, Lemma 4.1 remains valid. This leads to the 
modified boundary integral equations 
The additional relation All/, = b together with the transmission condition 
(4.3) yields 
A$ = i (AI), + b). 
Now we treat the constant a as an additional unknown (as in [26]) and 
obtain the system 
with 
(4.5’) 
F= 
409/106/Z-7 
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and the operator 
H”Z( r) Hl”( r) 
0 0 
A= :H-1’2(I-) + H-1’2(I-), 
0 0 
@ @ 
i.e., 
Lemma 4.2 has to be replaced by 
LEMMA 4.2’. (i) If(~)~H~~*(T)OH-~~~(T)(j=1,2)anda~@satisfy 
the relations (4.1), (4.2’), (4.3), then + = $, satisfy the integral equation 
(4.5’) with some b E @. 
(:I !:‘I 
(i) If(“) IL E H”2(r) 0 H-“2(r)0 @ satisfy (4.5’), then ($), defined by a 
01 ( 1 *1 :=fu+R,(;); (;9:=+42+4(3-(;)]+(3 
(4.7’) 
satisfy the relations (4.1), (4.2’), (4.3) with the same a and b. 
ProoJ: The only difference to the proof of Lemma 4.2 is that in (ii) we 
have to show ,4ti2 = b. We note that for any (z), (;) E H”‘(r)@ H-‘/‘(T) 
satisfying 
24 
0 x =$l+A2)(;) 
there holds Ax = 0 since (f;) are the Cauchy data of a solution of Au = 0 in 
Q, . Hence with 
7-2 ( > ( *2 = I-~(I+A,))[M(~)-(z))]+(i) from (4.7’) 
it follows from (4.5’) 
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With the definition (4.8), the “adjoint problem” (4.9)-(4.11) remains 
unchanged (note that i( 1 + AZ)(;) = (t) holds). 
Thus, Proposition 4.2 reads 
PROPOSITION 4.2’. The relations (4.1), (4.2’), (4.3), and the boundary 
integral equation (4.5’) for $ - JI (:H:l are equivalent if and only if 
Assumption (A) holds. 
The assumption (A) is modified to 
ASSUMPTION A’. The homogeneous problem (4.1), (4.2’) (4.3) with 
(To) = 0 and b = 0 has only the trivial solution 
(i:)=(i:)=O, a=O. 
PROPOSITION 4.3’. The operator 
is injective tf and only tf assumptions (A’) and (A) hold. 
LEMMA 4.4’. The transpose of ii with respect to the bilinear form %9 
defined by 
is the operator -A where 
a 
a;= d 1 H;+O 0 0. a fw 
COROLLARY 4.5’. The operator fi in H1’2(T)@HP’/2(~)@C is a 
Fredholm operator of index zero which is bijective zf and only zf assumptions 
(A’) and (A) hold. 
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Let us omit the Fredholm alternative resulting from this corollary for the 
problem (4.1), (4.2’), (4.3). 
Concerning sufficient conditions for the uniqueness assumption (A’), we 
notice that also for a # 0 but b = 0 it follows 
lim 
I 
au2 - 
R+‘x s,q 
an u2 ds = 0, 
which implies 
-pk: j IuJ2dx+p j lVu,~2dx+jQ2~Vu2~2dx=0. (4.14’) 
01 Ql 
Now, for k, # 0, constant functions are no solutions in gl, hence, again, 
vanishing of one of the integrals 
s Id* dx, 5 Ib12 dx, 01 RI s IVu212 dx 02 
implies the uniqueness assumption (A’). 
Thus the conditions (b) or (c) of Remark 4.8 are also sufficient for (A’) 
and (A). 
COROLLARY 4.9. Let n =2 and one of the conditions (b) or (c) of 
Remark 4.8 be satisfied. Then for any (z) E H’j2(f) @ H- l/*(I) there exists 
a solution uj’ 9 (j= 1,2) of the transmission problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.5) 
which is unique tf one of the following choices of the asymptotics (2.5) is 
made: 
(i) a = 0 and b unspectjied, or 
(ii) b E C prescribed arbitrarily and a unspectjiied. 
In the first case, the solution is determinedfrom the integral equation (4.5), 
in the second case from (4.5’). Both integral equations are uniquely solvable. 
Remark 4.10. The integral operators in (4.5) depend continuously on 
k,. If k, and p are such that H is invertible for k, = 0, the solution of (4.5) 
therefore depends continuously on k2 (for fixed (T)). Thus the solution for 
kz # 0 tends for k2 -+ 0 to the solution of (4.5) which corresponds to case 
(i) above. We see that in the limiting case of vanishing wave number the 
solution of the two-dimensional interface problem in general has 
logarithmic growth at infinity. 
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5. GARDING'S INEQUALITY FOR THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
In this section we prove a Girding inequality for the system (4.5). We 
define the following bilinear form: 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let (;), (;)~H”*(r)0H-“*(f). 
with 
Note that 
a=(::) is equivalent to “GH3 
Thus 2’: H”‘(f)@ H-“*(T) + H-“*(r)@ H1j2(f) is continuous, hence 
la (UT (;))I bc(ll~lll,2+ II~lI-1,2Nlwlll/2+ Ilr//llpl,2). (5.1) 
For smooth r, the operator 2 is a pseudodifferential operator. The 
operators X’: H-“*(r) + H-“*(I’) and Xx: H”2(r) + H”*(r) are com- 
pact. If we define D, K, K’, and V like Dj, K,, Ki, and Vi, respectively, with 
kj= 0, also the operators D,- D: H”2(r) -+ HP i’*(r) and V,- V: 
HP ‘j”(r) + H”*(Z) are compact. Thus we have 
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Now D is a pseudodifferential operator of order 1 with principal symbol 
w)(r)= 151 (5E ~n-‘\{o>,> and V is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order -1 with principal symbol a(V)(~)=l/]<j (<ER”-l\(O)) (see 
C5L 451). 
Thus J? is an operator elliptic in the Agmon-Douglas-Nirenberg sense 
with order (A ‘)i) and principal symbol 
dW(5) = ( 
ill+ l/P) 151 0 
0 4u + PYlcll > . 
For p # -1, 2 is strongly elliptic in the sense of [49, 52, 461, and we have 
the following Girding inequality: 
on H”2(r)@H-1/2(r) with y>O and %$: H1’2(r)@HP112(I’+ 
H-1’2(f)0 H”‘(r) compact. 
NOW we turn to the case where r is a plane polygon. We use the decom- 
position 
2 = A$ + Ggo with PO = 
:(l + l/p)0 K 
-K $(l +p)V > ’ 
(5.3) 
where the principal part operators D, K’, K, and V are defined above. We 
shall show that X0 is strongly elliptic and %$ is compact. 
We consider the operators VQ, and K, defined in (3.7). Let I’$,, and flQ, 
denote the corresponding operators for k, = 0 and 
VA, =v*, - c,,, K;, = K”, - K”,,. 
The following lemma will not only imply the desired compactness of woe,, 
but also fill the gap which remained in the proof of Lemma 3.8. It will also 
be used for the regularity results in Sect. 6. For simplicity we write Q := Q, 
and assume 52 bounded, i.e., 52 = Q, . 
LEMMA 5.2. The following mappings are continuous: 
(i) P,: L2(r) + H”‘(Q); 
(ii) Kjy H”(T) --t ~IP+~‘~(R) (SE (-t, 1)); 
(iii) VA: H”(T) + H”+7’2(52) (SE (- 00, 1)). 
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Proof: We first treat the case s < 0 in (iii). We can apply the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.8: 
Vk is defined by a pseudodifferential operator with symbol 
Clk? 
4c2)(0= 1(x12 (I~I2-p) 
((E R’\(O), see (5.5) below) (5.4) 
which maps H&,,,(R2) into Hiz4([W2) for any t E [w, hence 
For the other statements we consider the polygonal domain Q as an 
intersection of half-planes .CP (j = l,..., J) whose boundary lines ?” are 
incident with the segments ri which form the polygon I-. We want to 
decompose the operators in the lemma into contributions from each fjinto 
Sz and write this as operators mapping functions on pj to functions in R-’ 
Thus for functions defined on f we have to take the restriction on I-j and 
then the extension by zero on p%,rj. This is possible for 4~ H”(f), 
sE(--),f):~lr,EH”(Tj); 
Then we have Vhd(z) = I,!= I V$,$‘( z ) f or z E Q, and similarly for the other 
operators. 
Now the operators V,, are potential operators in the sense of Boutet de 
Monvel [6] whose continuity properties can be found in Eskin’s book [ 18, 
Lemmas 8.1 and 10.11. 
The operators have the following symbols: 
where c1 , c2 are some constants and 5 = (4, , t2) are coordinates chosen 
such that rI and t2 are the dual variables to the tangential and the normal 
variables of r,, respectively. From (5.5) follows (5.4) and 
c2k:b 
a(Ki=)(t)= 1512 (l,Zl’-k;)’ 
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Thus P,, Kh, and V&, have rational symbols of orders - 1, -3, and -4, 
respectively. Now Eskin’s results imply for an operator W with a rational 
symbol of order --CI that it maps 
for all s E R. (5.6) 
Note that by the above argument (see Lemma 3.8) we also have 
W: H”(T) + H;;‘- i’2(R2) for s < 0. 
Now (5.6) gives immediately 
Ko,: H&,,(71’)~~ + Ko,$k H;,““(Qj), 
hence 
pa: H”(T) -+ N”+ “2(sZ) for s~(--it,;), 
hence (i). Similarly follows 
KA: H”(T) + H”+“‘(Q) and VA: H”(Q) + H”+ “‘(i-2) 
for sE(-i,+). 1 
Taking traces and noting that 
we find the mapping properties of the operator 
( 
9’ x” 
> 
H’4 I-) 23/2-r(r) 
woo=: -x* “/,/.I : 0 -+ 0 for any E > 0. (5.7) 
H-‘/2(r) &i2 .-x(r) 
For the definition of Z”, see (3.1). Here 9’ := t(Dl -D + (l/p)(I)* -D)) 
etc., hence we find as a corollary to Lemma 5.2: For any s E ( - 4, $), 
9l:H”(f) + e+‘(r); 
37’: H”(r) -+ H” +*(I-); 
Y’: H”(f) -+ H”+3(r); 
(5.8) 
X”: H”(T) + X’+*(l-). 
Clearly, Woo: H”‘(r) @ HP ‘l’(r) + H- ‘l’(r) @ H”‘(r) is compact. 
Now we prove Girding’s inequality for Ho (see (5.3)). If we define 
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then we have 
u0((;),(;))=(f(l+;)Da+K’A6)~+( -Ku+i(l+A W,m)r 
Here we use the fact that the kernel of K is real Hence 
Now we know that for D [13] and Y [lo] there hold Girding’s 
inequalities: There are compact operators C,: H’/*(r) --) HP ‘j*(f) and 
C,: H-‘/‘(r) + H”‘(r) and constants yi, y2 > 0 such that 
((D+ C,) 0, C),~YI IId:, 
((V+C*)ck4).~Y* lldll~1,2 
for any u E H”‘(r), 4 E H-‘/*(r). Furthermore, (Du, 6) and ( V#, 4) are 
real because of (3.14). Hence we obtain 
(5.9) 
If we combine (5.9) with (5.3) and (5.2), we obtain 
THEOREM 5.3. There exists a compact operator %?I H”‘(r)@ 
H-‘/*(T) + H-“*(T)@ H”*(r) and a constant y > 0 such that 
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(i) for p # - 1 and smooth r there holds 
I((x+v (;), (;)),I awlI:,,+ 11411’1,2); 
(ii) forRe(l+l/p)>OandRe(l+p)>Othereholds 
for all v E H”‘(r), (p E HP ‘j’(r). 
In (ii), r may be smooth for n 2 2 or polygonal for II = 2. 
As a corollary, we obtain an a priori estimate for H, which was used in 
the proof of Lemma 4.4. 
COROLLARY 5.4. For any (;)E H'/*(r)@Hpl/*(r) there holds 
(Ibll:,,+ ll()21.2)*~~ H ’ 
(1 ()il 4 H’lJ(I-) Q H- “2(r) 
+v v II (I 4 H-‘;qr)Q/f’/*(r) 1. 
with y and %Y as in Theorem 5.3. 
There is a different method for proving such coerciveness results which 
does not use the specific form of the boundary integral operator H but 
instead uses a bilinear form related to the “energy” of the scattering 
problem. This method works also for other integral equations (see 
[2, 19, 14]), but it does not provide the full statement of Theorem 5.3 for 
all (;)E P2(r) x H-'/*(r). 
For the following we assume p > 0. 
Let ($) be the Cauchy data of uj E 9. (j = 1,2) where U, , u2 are solutions 
of the transmission problem (2.1), (2.2) with (To) being Cauchy data of 
USE H’(Q,) with (d +ks) u0 =O, i.e., (To) satisfy (4.4). We define the ses- 
quilinear form 
Then the transmission condition (4.3) gives 
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The three terms on the right-hand side are rewritten by using Green’s for- 
mula (3.4) 
where B, is some large ball containing Q, , 
If we take into account the representation formula (3.8), we see that the 
integrals 
and 
s 
au, ds 
RR ‘* an 
are given by bilinear forms in the respective Cauchy data which are com- 
pact on H”*(ZJ 0 W”*(T). 
If we eliminate (TJ by the transmission condition, we obtain 
(5.11) 
3 lI~Ill~~(a*) + Iboll~qQ,) + lI~211&2nBR) -b, 
e’kbG) 
~Y(ll~,II:,,+ 11~1112_1,2+ II~oll:,2+ Il4hll’,,*)-b1 
e’)h,(3 
where y > 0 is a constant arising from the trace lemma, and b,, b2 are com- 
pact quadratic forms. 
Now we assume that (;) is a solution of the integral equation (4.5): 
H( $) = +M- ‘( 1 + A*)( :O). It is no restriction to assume that (To) satisfies 
(4.4). If not, we replace (G) by t( 1 + A*)(z). Furthermore we assume that 
(;) also coincides with ($‘J belonging to a solution of the transmission 
problem (this is implied by assumption (A), for example). Then we have 
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hence from (5.10) follows 
From Definition 5.1 we see 
hence 
aWl:,,+ IIW,,,)-bl 
Thus we find Girding’s inequality again, but with this method it can be 
proved only for (i) satisfying (1 -A ,)($) = 0, and not for all 
($)E H-‘12(r)@ H-l’ (r), as we did in Theorem 5.3. The latter has to be 
used for convergence proofs of Galerkin approximations (see Sect, 7), 
where we use the bilinear form a on the whole space H”‘(r) @ H-‘j2(ZJ. 
6. REGULARITY OF THE SOLUTIONS OF THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
If the boundary r is smooth, system (4.5) of boundary integral equations 
is an elliptic system of pseudodifferential equations. The standard regularity 
theory for pseudodifferential operators shows that for given (z) E H”(T) 0 
Hsp ‘(ZJ, any solution (;) of (4.5) is contained in H”(T) 0 H”-‘(T). This 
valid for any SE R. 
For nonsmooth r, this is not true due to the singularities at the corner 
points. We consider the case n = 2, f a polygon, in this paragraph. For the 
solution of the transmission problem (2.1), (2.2), the corner singularities 
can be determined with Kondratiev’s [32] method. This was done by 
Weisel [48] (compare [29]) for the case of Laplace’s equation, i.e., 
k, = k, = 0. But Kondratiev’s work shows that at least the first singularities 
are the same also for k,#O and even for curved polygons. The resulting 
form of the solution implies for the Cauchy data on f the following decom- 
position: 
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Let(~)EH”(T)O~5-1(r)(S~i)begivenand(;;)EH1’2(f)OH~1’z(r) 
be the Cauchy data of u1 E P’i, solution of (2.1), (2.2). Then 
(i)=if, $, cjy(E)+(>) with (~~~H-o~l.~1(~~6,1i 
where the Y&Z) are on rj and rj+ ’ of the form 
d’*‘xj(z) Iz - Zjl” log’ 12 - Zjl, 
and similarly the rjj(z) are of the form 
P&(Z) IZ-Z,Ia- 1 log” Jz-zjl. 
Here xi E CF( [w2) are cut-off functions near the corner point zj, the Pr and 
6’“’ are certain complex constants, possibly different for rJ and rj+ ‘, r, 
r’e (0, 1,2}, and aEAjwith O<Retx<s-i for 
(6.2) 
The vje and tijc depend only on the geometry of the domain near zj and not 
on (To), whereas the constants cjr and the smooth part ( :S) depend on (;‘OJ. 
We write d” for the subspace of H”‘(r)@ HP1”(iJ of all ($) possessmg 
a decomposition (6.1). 3” is a Hilbert space with the norm 
where 
Let us introduce the convention that in any place where we write ((.(lzzs, 
we automatically include the condition s - 4 # Re CI for all a E lJj”= i Aj. It is 
our aim to prove the decomposition (6.1) for the solutions of the integral 
equations (4.5) by using the method of local Mellin transformation for the 
integral operators. The result is 
THEOREM 6.1. Let r be a plane polygon and (;) E H”‘(r) @I H- ‘l’(r) a 
solution of 
H(i)=(i) with (i)tR(r)@X’-l(T) (6.4) 
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for some s> 4, s- j$ Re Uj=, Aj with Aj defined in (6.2). Suppose further 
that either k, = k2 = 0 or s < 4. Then ($) E 6” and there is an a priori estimate 
(6.5) 
Proof: Mellin transformation is possible only for the principal part H, 
of the operator H which is defined by the decomposition 
H=H,,+C, as in (5.3), i.e., 
H,= 
-K 
tu + l/PP 
co= (--I ;,q. 
From (5.7) we know that for s < 2 
C,: H”2(r)0H-1’2(r),Hs(r)~~s--(r), 
hence we can write the integral equation (6.4) as 
HO(~)=(~:)=(~)-CO(;)~Hs(~)@%‘~l(r) for s<z. 
For k, = k, =0 we have C,, = 0. Therefore we always may assume 
kl=kZ=O and H=HO. 
Now for H, we apply the method of Mellin transformation as developed 
in [lo, 11, 13, 141. One has to perform the following steps: 
First the operator Ho is considered on an infinite angle P’, which locally 
corresponds to r at the corner zj with angle o = oj, and H,, is decomposed 
into H, + H,, where H, consists of multiplicative convolutions and H2 is 
finite-dimensional. 
Then HI is converted via Mellin transformation into an operator of mul- 
tiplication by a meromorphic (4 x4)-matrix valued function A(n), the 
“Mellin symbol” of H. 
Finally, the singular parts of the expansion (6.1) are found by determin- 
ing the poles of the meromorphic function E?(1) -’ in the strip 
ImLE(O,s-+). 
More precisely, we proceed as follows: 
LetP=r-u{O}uP withrP=ei”R+andr+=R+ (0~(0,2x)).A 
function u on P can be identified with the pair (u- , U, ) of functions on 
(w + defined by u-(x) = u(xe’“); U+(X) = u(x) (x > 0). We will choose the 
representation of u by its even and odd parts, which are defined by 
u”(x) = gu-(x, + u+(x)), u”(x)=~(u-(x)-z4+(x)). 
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This induces for any operator A acting on functions on P a representation 
by a (2 x 2)-matrix of operators acting on functions on R + : 
We need the following operators acting on functions on R + : 
4~) dy; V, = V, for 0 = 0; 
D,qqx) := -; & K&b(x); D,= lim D,. 
w-0 
Then we obtain the following representation for H, = Ho - Hz, where H2 
is some finite-dimensional operator which may be neglected: 
with 
HI= 
-K 3(1 +pu)v 
f( 1 + l/p)D K’ 
VT ~o+~ul 
( 0 
D= DCDo 
0 
0 -(Do+~,) > 
bee c131)i K’=(F -“K,)- 
We know that the Mellin transformation defined by 
$(A) : = joa xi’- ‘4(x) dy 
acts on these operators as follows (for #E Cr(O, co)): 
V,(&l)= P&)&n-i) .- ._ cosh(z-o)A A 
sinh nA 
&A - i) (Im ;1 E (0,l)); 
at’) = &I,(‘) $(‘) 
._ sinh(n-w)A A 
‘- - &h 71A 4(A) (ImIE(-Ll)); 
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K&=B&+i)&i) (ImLE(-2,O)); 
D&&d) = &a + i) &a + i) : = -(a + i) cosh(rc - w)(/J + i) ,. 
sinh rc(A + i) 42 + 4 
ImAE(-2,O)). 
Note that B,(L)= -L”p,(i). 
Now we define 
(6.6) 
so that the equation Hi(;) = (i) on F“ is equivalent to Hi U = F. 
Mellin transformation yields the equation 
f&l) O(A) = P(A) 
with 
-&A4 0 
E?(I) = 0 Rww 
+ uwxLl(~) - mw 0 
0 -tc1 + l/P)@&) +&l(4) 
i(l+ /Ju)( Ko(4 + W)) 0 
0 3(1+ P)(W) - 
KS) 0 
0 -a4 , 
and 
Now we have to assume that P is meromorphic with simple poles 
;1 E (0, i, 2i,...} and to find the poles of 8 from Eq. (6.6). A pole of order 
r0 + 1 at 1= icl will correspond to contributions of the form Iz - zjla log’ 
lz-zjl (r=O, l,..., r,,) for v, and of the form Iz-z~~‘-~ 1og”)z-zjl 
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(r’ = 0, l,..., r,,) for q5. The constants dj”’ and 6’“’ can be determined from 
the residues of @A) at A = iu. We will not calculate the residues of 8(A) 
here (see [ 10) for examples) but only find the poles of 0. They correspond 
to poles of A(A)-‘. 
From the equation o(A) = Z?‘(A) p(A) for Im I = s - 4 one also (locally) 
finds the regular part (z) E H”(T) 0 S”- l(r) and the a priori estimate 
(6.5). (See [lo, 141.) 
Now it only remains to determine the zeroes of det Z?(1). From the 
special form of r?(A) it follows easily that 
det E?(A) = d”(A). d”(l) 
with 
We see that A” = A”, hence it suffices to look at the equation 
A”(l) = 0. (6.7) 
We obtain 
Au@)=&+ {4~ sinh2 7~2 + (p- l)* sinh(2rc - o)A * sinh WA} 
1 (P + 1)’ =-.- 
sinh2 rcnil 4~ 
sin2(7c - o)A . 
The first form of A” shows that (6.7) for A= icx yields the transcendental 
equation obtained by Weisel [48] for the exponents of the singular 
functions. The second form shows (6.7) for i = icr has the solution sets Aj as 
defined in (6.2) (for w  = wj). Here we always supposed .D # -1 and 
a$ No. I 
The equation (6.7) can be used to determine the dependence of the 
singularities of the solution on the transmission coefficient p. We will do 
this for the exponent of the first singular function in the expansion (6.1). 
One can also study the dependence of the constants in (6.1) on p by 
calculating the residues of 0 from (6.6). 
409/106/2-S 
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We write (6.7) in the form 
pk l tan y = -tan(2n - w) i 
WU. 
T+~(l-a) 
>> 
, (6.8) 
where both signs in p * ’ give solutions A = icl of (6.7). 
The following lemma shows that the solution of the transmission 
problem (2.l), (2.2) for any ,U > 0, ,U f 1 and any angle w  # rc is in general 
not contained in H,2,,(fij) (j= I, 2): 
LEMMA 6.2. Let p > 0, ~1 # 1, and w # 7t and define 
w’=min{w,2n-w}E(O,rr); 
7-c 
a1 =-i a,=min {$, A]. 
Then 
(i) the solution I,, of (6.7) with minimal positive imaginary part is 
purely imaginary: 1, = ia,. 
(ii) E,E((x*, l)c(+, 1). 
(iii) The equation (6.8), i.e., (6.7)for A= ia, has in (al, az) exactly two 
real solutions a0 < 1 -~a’, and there holds a0 -+ a, and a0 + a2 if p tends to 
zero or to infinity. 
Proof We may assume w  = w’. Consider real solutions a E (0, az) of the 
equation 
fJa) := p tan y+tan(2n-w) i=O. 
Now p tan(waj2) >O implies aE (n/(27r- w), 27r/(27r- w)); and for 
a\a,=z/(2n-w) we have f,(a)- -co, whereas for a /1a, we have 
f,(a) -‘P tan(wa,/2)>0 if a,=27c/(2n- w), i.e., for w  >2n/3, and 
fJa) + +og if a2 = 7r/w, i.e., w  < 2n/3. The strict monotonicity of f 
implies that there is exactly one zero a + E (aI, a*). Writing f,(a) = 
~1 tan(wa/2) - tan(wa/2 + rr( 1 - a)), we see that 
a+<1 forp>l and or+>lfor~<l 
and also 
a+ La1 for PL--, co, a+ Ya, for ,u-+O. 
Let a_ E (aI, a2) be the solution of fi,p(a) = 0 and define 
ao=min{a+, a!->, aO=max{a+, a _ 1. Then a, and a0 have the properties 
stated in (ii) and (iii). 
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Now we prove (i): Suppose A = i(cl + ip), a, B > 0, c1 E (0, 1). Taking real 
and imaginary parts of the equation 
sinhrcA=ossinh(n-o)l (a= +l), 
we obtain 
sinnl=a~-l coWn-o)B 
P+l cash r$ 
sin( 7c- 0) 
and (6.9) 
sinh rcj p- 1 cos(7r-CL)) o! 
sinh(rr-o)p=O x cos 7co! . 
If we choose p >O such that (ii--l)/(b+l)=(p--l)/(p+l) 
cosh(n -w) fi/cosh r$ holds, we see that a has to be a zero of &(a). From 
the first part of the proof follows c1> c( 1. 
From (6.9) follows 
tanh n/? tan 7ccf 
tanh(rc-o)/3 tan(7c---w)cr’ 
(6.10) 
Because of 0 < (Z - o) fl< r$, the left-hand side in (6.10) is > 1. From 
XUE(~~C(~, X) c(rc/2, rt) follows tanrrcc<O, hence tan(n--)cr<O, hence 
(n-m)cc>lr/2. Thus $<(~c-w)c~<xc(<~c, hence tan(n--o)E<ttan 
rcc~ < 0, and therefore the right-hand side of (6.10) is < 1. This contradiction 
shows that there is no such solution with /? # 0. Then 1, := icr, is the 
solution with minimal positive imaginary part because it is the only 
solution with Im i E (0, 1). 1 
7. GALERKIN APPROXIMATION FOR THE BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The Girding inequality derived in Section 5 together with uniqueness 
yield quasioptimal error estimates for any Galerkin approximation 
procedure for the system (4.5) of boundary integral equations defined by 
means of the bilinear form a given in Definition 5.1. 
For a smooth boundary r, this implies asymptotic error estimates for 
finite element approximation schemes which are known for any strongly 
elliptic system of pseudodifferential operators [46, 50, 51, 52, 241. See 
Proposition 7.2. 
In this paragraph, we shall concentrate on the case of a plane polygon r 
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and give asymptotic error estimates for the Fix method. From now on we 
assume that both assumptions (A) and (A) hold, i.e., the operator H is 
bijective. 
A general Galerkin procedure involves a family of finite dimensional sub- 
spaces S,, c H”*(r) 0 H-“*(r) (h E (0, h,,)) such that Uh,O S, is dense in 
H”‘(r) @ H- ‘l’(r), and the problem: 
Find Uh = ($) E S,, such that 
a(Uh, W)=a(U, W) for all WEST, 
where U = (;) is the exact solution of the system 
(7.1) 
HU=+(I+A,)(;) =:F=(;). 
By definition, (7.1) means 
(~uh+~‘*h,W)~++---uh+y~h,X)r=(~,W)I.+(f,X)T 
for all W= w  eSh. 
0 x 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
Now Girding’s inequality, Theorem 5.3, and the invertibility of the 
operator z?‘, Corollary 4.5, together imply the following quasioptimal error 
estimate for the Galerkin procedure (7.1) by standard arguments [25, lo]. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. There exists h,> 0 such that for any he (0, h,), the 
Galerkin equations (7.1) have a unique solution Uh E Sh, and there exists 
C> 0 such thatfor the exact solution UE H”‘(r)@ H-‘l*(r) = ZZ’ll/* of (7.2) 
there holds 
II u- ml qw < c &f, 11 u- Wll,m. (7.4) 
In order to obtain rates of convergence for U- Uh, one has to make 
assumptions on the approximation of U on the right-hand side of (7.4). For 
a smooth boundary, we may take the Sr,k-systems [3]: 
We define 
Sh : = Sk”(r) 0 Sft*,k- l(r) 
(t*=max{l,t-1}, tEN,kEN,,t>k). (7.5) 
These spaces satisfy the conformity condition Sh c Hk( r) @ Hk ~ l(r). 
Furthermore, they have the well-known approximation property yielding 
asymptotic estimates for the error U- Uh in H”‘(r) 0 H- “*(I’); they 
satisfy the inverse assumption yielding estimates in H”(T) @ El- ‘l’(r) for 
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s > 4; and from the symmetry of H (Lemma 4.4) we see that the Aubin- 
Nitsche lemma [28] can be applied to yield such estimates also for s < 1. 
We quote from [28] the following result: 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Let r be smooth, -t •I 1 ,< s ,< r < t + 4, s < k. Then 
there is a C > 0 such that for any h E (0, h,) 
(7.6) 
We note that from any estimate on the boundary there follow estimates 
for the corresponding approximate solution z$ of the transmission problem 
(2.1)-(2.5) in the domains Qj (j= 1,2). Here z$ is defined by means of the 
representation formula (3.8) applied to the Galerkin solution Uh in the 
same way as the exact solution uj is obtained from U. Recall that U= (;) 
are the Cauchy data of pi, and (,i:“;,) are those of u2. 
As an example, for any x E CF( KY’) there is an estimate 
IIX(“j- u~)Hs+‘f2(i2,) 1 < c II u- UhII”S(r)@“sm’(r) 
with C> 0 independent of hc (0, h,) (for any SE [w, if r is smooth). 
Furthermore, in any compact part Sz’ of Qj, one obtains estimates in any 
norm, e.g., 
Thus in (7.6) and in (7.7) we can obtain arbitrary high convergence rates 
by choosing the smoothness of the right-hand side F and the degree t - 1 of 
the approximating piecewise polynomials high enough. In the case of a 
scattering problem, F is given by the incident field which is smooth and 
gives FE P’(r) (compare (2.6)). 
For the case of a polygonal boundary Tc Iw2 this is different: Even for 
FE P(r) one finds only (see Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.2) 
UE ~ao+(1/2)--c(~)~~ctO~(1/*)--E(~) 
where E > 0 and 
J 
cc,=min RecrIRea>O,olE u Aj . 
j= 1 
Therefore in (7.6) one can choose only r 6 c(~ + t - E which, e.g., for s = 1, 
i.e., the energy norm, gives a convergence rate h”* but in general no h” with 
O>i. 
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In order to obtain higher convergence rates, according to the Fix 
method one includes the explicitly known singular functions Uj : = (z() 
from the expansion (6.1) into the spaces Sh. Thus only the smooth part (;$) 
in (6.1) of U is approximated by piecewise polynomials. We define as in 
[lo] the space Sl**,k by 
UE Sjy 10 0 = 0, + i 3 Fir U/f, 
j=l I=1 
8, E Sl;” @ 9yk ~ ’ (7.8) 
Here for Vi, (e = l,..., L,“) we take all functions U, = ( xf) which have on an 
arbitrary segment P, m = l,..., J, the form 
u,,(z) = x,(z) )z - z,IE log’ )z - zil; 
$jil(z)=xj(z) )Z-zjIN-l log” lz-zzil, 
(7.9) 
where r, r/=0,1,2; xj~CF([W2) with x,=1 near z, and Tnsuppx,c 
(Pu {zj} u P”), and 
CCEAj with O<Rea<p-4. (7.10) 
Sf;” as above denotes piecewise polynomials of degree 1- 1 satisfying 
compatibility conditions such that Sik c Hk(r), in particular t > k. 
Correspondingly, we require 9’h*xk ~ ’ c Zk- ‘(r), i.e., 
$ E y;*.k - I *qI~ES~*‘k-yri) for all j= l,..., 1. 
Thus the augmented finite element spaces satisfy the conformity condition 
sp,‘.k c OJ’“Y 
h for k>q>$ and any p. (7.11) 
They also have the approximation property [54, lo]: 
Let UE 6’ and p > r and k 3 r. Then to any h E (0, ho) there 
exists 8, E Sg,‘,k such that for all 4 <q < r there holds 
IIU- &llp<Chr-’ IIUIlp 
with a constant C depending neither on U nor on h. 
(7.12) 
Furthermore, the spaces Sf’xk satisfy the inverse assumption [54, lo]: 
For q< r 6 k and E >O there exist M>O such that for all 
h E (0, h,) and any 8, E ShP.*,k there holds 
lIzihII~~<~h*-‘-” /iahi,Fq (7.13) 
where E = 0 is allowed if Re tl 4 [q - 4, r’ - J] for all c( E A = 
U:= L A,; Aj is given by (6.2), and r’ = max{ p, r}. 
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Now we use the Girding inequality, the bijectivity of H in !Z”* and the 
regularity result of Theorem 6.1 and obtain by standard arguments using 
(7.11 k(7.13) 
THEOREM 7.3. Let Ic Iw* be a polygon and U E %‘I* solve the equation 
(7.2)HU=FEH’(f)O~r~‘(r)wherer3~,r-~#ReolforallaEA,and 
either k, = k,=O or r < 2. Then there exists h,>O such that to any 
h E (0, h,) there is exactly one solution Uh E St”” of the Galerkin equations 
(7.1) with Sh = Sp*zk (to any given PER, tEN, kEN with t>k). Further- 
more, there is a constant C > 0, independent of U and h, such that 
In addition, for $<s<r<k andpar such that Recr$ {r-t, s-i} for all 
tl E A = ui=, Aj, and any E > 0 there exists a constant C, independent of U 
and h, such that for h E (0, h,) 
((U- Uhl(ys<Ch’-S-C I(U((,,<Ch’-“-” ((FIIH~(rJOX~+t(,-). (7.14) 
Remark 7.4. (i) The spaces S, J’,‘,~, as defined in (7.8)-(7.10), may con- 
tain more singular functions than actually needed. By a careful study of 
Eq. (6.6) and computation of the residues of 8(A) at A= ia one can derive 
relations between the constants tjL in (7.8) and thereby reduce the numbers 
L,” (compare [lo, Sect. 4]), and the definition of 3”” and Spt,k there. For 
example, in most cases the logarithmic terms, i.e., r, r’ > 0, in (7.9) are not 
necessary. 
(ii) The estimate (7.14) contains for s > Re rx + $ also estimates for the 
coefficients c, of the singular functions with exponent LX, due to the 
definition (6.3) of the norm in 3”“. 
We illustrate our results by an example: Let the L-shaped boundary 
I’c lQ2 and the transmission problem be described by Fig. 1. Here, the 
angles are rrn/2 or 37~12, and from Lemma 6.2 we find 
(A+k;)u,=O 
FIGURE 1 
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2 2 - < ~1~ = 
- 
3 
arctan 3p2+10p+3<1 
7t (P-U2 ’ 
a0 = 2 - a0 (compare [48]). 
We include into the augmented finite element spaces the singular functions 
with the exponents a, and a’. These are 
L’= l,..,, 4, j= l,..., 6; 
Ujl(Z) = Xi(Z) Iz - zjp on P, 
= 0 on P+‘, 
vi*(z) = 0 on P, 
= x,(z) (z - Zjl ag on Pi’ 2 
t+(z) = Xi(Z) )z - Zjl ao on ri, 
=o on z-j+], 
u+(z) = 0 on rj, 
=x,Jz) (Z-zj(zo on ri+l. > 
tijic are defined correspondingly with exponents ~1~ - 1 and CI’ - 1. For the 
smooth parts uh and @h we use piecewise quadratic and piecewise linear 
polynomials, respectively. 
The regularity theorem 6.1 give the decomposition 
and we use the corresponding notation for Uh = ($,). Then Theorem 7.3 
yields the convergence rates 
IIU-uhIIoy,2=O(h4’3--); 
ICjf - C$l = O(h 4/3--ro--)=o(/p3); 
ldje - d$.J = O(h 4/3--OF&)=O(h1/3) (e = 1, 2); 
lcjc-c!‘J = O(h4’3-a0-e); 
ldjL - $1 = O(h4/3--o-E) (e = 3, 4). 
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We make the following observations: Without singular test and trial 
functions there is a higher convergence rate for any finite /A than in the limit 
cases p + 0 or p -+ co which correspond to interior or exterior Dirichlet or 
Neumann problems, because the solution of the transmission problem is 
more regular--a, > 3. Note that $ is the exponent of the first singular 
function at an angle 3rc/2 for the boundary value problems (compare 
[ 111). On the other hand, by the same reason, the convergence rates of the 
coefficients of the first singular function are lower in the transmission 
problem than in the boundary value problems. 
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